
Minutes of the Meeting of the IWU General Faculty

Illinois Wesleyan University

August 31, 2015

1. Call To Order

The meeting was called to order at 4:05 p.m. with a quorum present. Student Senate president
Jake Thaker was admitted as an observer without objection.
President Wilson reported that a group of students who were concerned in general about di-
versity at IWU and in particular about the incident in which a racial epithet had been chalked
onto the Aspiration fountain had assembled outside of the meeting room; he announced that
the students had requested permission to attend the meeting and to have two representatives
address the faculty for a total of no more than five minutes. Prof. Tiede asked whether the
students were representatives from any specific student group or body on campus. As far as
anyone present knew, the group was merely an informal assembly of concerned students, not
speaking on behalf of any student body. Prof. Schmidt expressed a strong preference for ad-
mitting the students and letting their voices be heard. This was met with applause.
The students were then welcomed; they entered and formed a line around the perimeter of
the Davidson Room, many of them carrying signs. The faculty applauded the students.
President Wilson added that members of the press (a reporter and photographer from The
Pantagraph) had also requested admission to the meeting during the student visit. Without
objection, they were admitted.
Students Emani Johnson (a sophomore Sociology major) and Catherine Carini (a senior Mu-
sic Education major) addressed the faculty. Both sets of remarks were greeted with vigorous
applause. At the suggestion of Prof. Jaggi, without objection, the text of these students’ re-
marks have been included in full as a part of the meeting’s record. They are appended to these
minutes.
Following these remarks, Prof. Jahiel asked the assembled students whether they had addi-
tional concrete suggestions for actions faculty could take to support students in their efforts.
Ms. Christy Cole, replying on behalf of the students, suggested that further concrete sugges-
tions would soon be forthcoming. Prof. Miner commended the students for their courage in
addressing the faculty, and suggested that faculty would be receptive to student feedback about
anything that had happened in their classrooms that made students uncomfortable.
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2. Approval of theMinutes of the Last Meeting

The Parliamentarian, Prof. Shallue, offered an observation about the motion brought forward
at the April 20 meeting by the Advising and Summer Reading Committee concerning revi-
sions to the First Year Advising (FYA) program. Since consideration of that motion had been
postponed by an exercise of a member’s privilege, it should automatically have been added to
the agenda for the present meeting as an item of Old Business. The motion could be deferred
again, he noted, but doing so would require a majority faculty vote.
The minutes of the April 20 Faculty Meeting were then approved by common consent.

3. IWU 2020: Diversity 2014–15 Progress Report

Provost Green, Dean Carney-Hall, and Director Brandon Common of the Office of Diversity
and Inclusion (ODI) presented the report and led discussion.
Dean Carney-Hall thanked faculty for the work that they do with and for students in all areas,
but most especially in the area of diversity. She noted that the University Council on Diversity
(UCD) had recently been reorganized and that a renewed focus on accountability was part of
the Council’s mandate, including the presentation of an annual progress report on the state of
diversity and diversity efforts on campus; the report presented today summarized the efforts
on campus during the prior academic year. She pointed out that the current report did not
speak to the recent chalking incident, which had occurred too recently to be addressed. Recent
events would no doubt inform the work of the UCD and ODI going forward.
Dr. Common observed that the committee’s work over the past year had succeeded in broaden-
ing the notion of diversity on campus, as reflected in the name change of his own Office (from
“Office of Multicultural Student Affairs” to its more inclusive current form). That change em-
phasizes that diversity on campus involves more than race and ethnicity, and it more effectively
communicates the Office’s commitment not only to MALANA students but also to LGBT+
members of our community, First Generation students, and women. Programming of events
for each of these groups is growing more frequent and varied over time; Dr. Common reported
there were more than 70+ diversity-related co-curricular events held on campus in 2014–15.
Provost Green remarked that increased international enrollments over the last several years has
contributed to diversity on campus. There are nearly seven times as many international stu-
dents enrolled in the classes of 2017, 2018, and 2019 together as there are in the graduating
class of 2016. The incoming class of 2018 alone had nearly 75 international students—a ma-
jor increase in the international community on campus, which faculty and staff made terrific
efforts to accommodate and welcome. The IWU campus community as a whole has worked
on developing much-needed improvements in its multicultural fluency for international and
domestic students, e.g., through newly developed workshops supporting faculty and staff.
Dean Carney-Hall observed that while the report identifies concrete successes over the past
year, it also identifies ample opportunities for further improvement. Areas for increased atten-
tion during the current year include:

• Addressing campus climate concerns, both inside and outside of the classroom
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• Recruiting and retaining African American students
There are only 11 African American students in the entering class of 2019, compared
to 20 who entered last year—the hope is that this was, as it seems, a one year aberration.
That fact makes faculty involvement in retention especially important. If only two stu-
dents from the class of 2019 were to leave IWU, that would be nearly a 20% reduction
in the African American cohort in that class.

• Processing and responding to campus climate survey results, including

– HERI Diverse Learning Environments Survey
– HEDS Sexual Assault Climate Survey
– The Inter-faith Youth Core Religion and Spiritual Climate Survey

Provost Green observed that students are interested in faculty contributions to the cam-
pus climate not only in the diversity-related courses they might offer but also in the way
that they confront diversity issues across the curriculum and beyond the classroom.

Finally, the presenters noted that the UCD had several suggestions about what faculty might
do during the upcoming year to address diversity.

• Dean Carney-Hall encouraged faculty to speak up—to make sure students know that
they clearly value diversity and inclusiveness.

• Dr. Common urged faculty to serve as mentors for students from underrepresented
groups; many faculty are already doing great work on this count, but more mentors are
sorely needed to make students feel welcome, well-supported, and ready to succeed.

• Dean Carney-Hall urged faculty to keep an eye out for retention warning signs among
students from underrepresented populations. IWU’s retention numbers for MALANA
students, and for African American and Latino/Latina students in particular, are lower
than for white students. Faculty vigilance about incipient problems can help to correct
this.

• Provost Green recommended that faculty reach out to the ODI staff to consult with
them about how diversity issues might be woven into existing curricular offerings. He
also encouraged faculty to incorporate diverse scholars, readings and topics in the class-
room, where possible and appropriate. Faculty are also encouraged to offer suggestions
for speakers from underrepresented groups who might visit campus.

• Dr. Common encouraged faculty to get involved, and get their students involved, in co-
curricular activities related to diversity (e.g., the ODI’s new 3D (Diversity, Dignity and
Dialogue) series on Thursdays and programming related to the University’s intellectual
theme, “Nation(s) Divided?”).

The presenters then invited faculty questions.
Prof. Lutze asked Dr. Common if he could share his sense of how the incoming class’s African
American students were responding to the chalking incident. Dr. Common said that he had
spoken with nearly all of them, and that although African American students who have been
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on campus before have helped provide the new students with some support and context con-
cerning the incident, some are clearly uneasy and unsure about whether they made the right
choice in coming to IWU.
Prof. Sultan asked what, if anything, was being communicated to fraternity and sorority
houses about diversity-related matters. Dean Carney-Hall replied that the chalking incident
had clearly put diversity at the forefront of the minds of nearly everyone on campus, including
fraternities and sororities. She noted that several of the women who had participated in the
student visit at the beginning of the faculty meeting were sorority members. She noted that
members of the Greek system have been bearing diversity in mind in their recruiting efforts.
MALANA student representation in fraternities is around 15%, while sorority levels are at
roughly 10%; while those levels do not reflect the general diversity of our student body, efforts
are being made in that direction. Dr. Common added that his office was now involved in new
member orientation programs in the Greek system on campus, and Provost Green remarked
that one of the fraternities on campus has mandatory safe zone training for all of its members.

4. Committee Reports

a. Council on University Programs and Policies (CUPP)

Having met only once to date in the present academic year, CUPP had no written report.
Prof. Weiss presented an oral report of CUPP’s activities to date, including organizing the
Fall Faculty Conference and the Faculty/Staff Picnic. CUPP will be using information from
the Fall Faculty Conference to develop an agenda for the upcoming year.

b. Nominating Committee

Prof. Vicary reported that an electronic ballot to fill vacant spots on elected committees had
been circulated via email earlier in the day; she thanked faculty members who had volunteered
to stand for election. She reminded faculty that Nominating Committee is also seeking volun-
teers to serve as Non-Org Convener and Faculty Secretary for the Spring term, as the current
occupants of those positions will be on leave for the semester.

c. Curriculum Council (CC)

Prof. Sultan presented a written report, which included an announcement that CC had unan-
imously passed a proposed amendment adding the Registrar to the Council as a second ex
officio, non voting member, alongside the Associate Dean of Curricular & Faculty Develop-
ment. As this change would involve an amendment to the Constitution, the motion required
30 days advance notice before coming to a faculty vote.
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d. Faculty Development Committee (FDC)

Prof. Kunce presented the committee’s written report, and noted that the deadline for the
first round of applications would be Sept. 1. She added that the latest FDC handbook is
now available online, and that faculty should refer to this updated version, which includes the
new Continuous Professional Development (CPD) grants and the FDC budget changes that
faculty enacted in the Spring.

e. Assessment Committee

Prof. Erlewine submitted a written report. He reminded faculty that any unit submitting a
new or revised Strategic Assessment Plans (StrAPs) should do so by Sept. 3, and that units’
Annual Assessment Reports (AARs) would be due Sept. 28.

f. General Education Task Force

Prof. A. Schultz provided an oral report. The committee had met for the first time that
day, but work has been underway throughout the summer. Prof. Davis-Kahl and Assoc.
Dean Duke had been amassing and collating information; many of the resources that the
task force plans to use (including earlier years’ General Education reviews and surveys) in
carrying out its work will be made available at its new web site, located and updated at
[[http://libguides.iwu.edu/genedtaskforce]]. Prof. Schultz noted that the Mellon Center also
can make available to interested parties hard copies documents from the last 25 years of
General Education assessment and review. The Task Force (in the person of Prof. Schultz)
will report to Student Senate on Sept. 27, and it will hold a faculty forum on October 1st.

g. Health Care Advocacy Committee (HCAC)

Prof. Young presented the committee’s written report, which included the list of four rec-
ommendations it sent to President Wilson over the summer, as well as an account of the
President’s responses. President Wilson had subsequently announced that he had accepted
the committee’s recommendations for changes to IWU’s health care plans and premiums, in-
cluding (i) the university’s paying employees’ share of the 9.9% premium increase required
for the final five months of coverage under the current plan and (ii) the discontinuation (at
least for the time being) of “pay bands” (i.e., the differential pricing of employees’ premiums
based on their salaries). President Wilson deferred addressing HCAC’s request that savings
from these health care changes be directed into other forms of faculty compensation; while
expressing sympathy with that request, Wilson felt that such decisions should be made by the
new president once the budgetary effects of the changes could be measured.
Prof. Young characterized the impending changes as a monumental transition and as an ex-
periment designed to preserve IWU employees’ health care. He noted that the University’s
annual expenditures on employee health care currently exceed $5 million per year—roughly
half the net tuition revenue from the incoming class—and are growing at an unsustainable
rate. Something had to be done, he said, to keep those costs under control and to avoid the
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looming threat of the 40% excise tax currently scheduled to be imposed starting in 2018 on
employers who offer high-premium, “Cadillac” health care plans. He reminded faculty that
the HR office would soon be running introductory sessions and symposia to introduce em-
ployees to the new plan, and he encouraged faculty to take advantage of those opportunities.
He closed his initial remarks by noting that crucial aspects of our health insurance remain in
place (e.g., the University is still self-insured rather than at the mercy of a for-profit health
insurance company) and that some aspects of our insurance are improved under the new plan
(e.g., the reduction in premiums for many plan offerings, and the switch to more finely tuned
actuarial categories for the tiers, which will save on premiums for employees who cover only
themselves and their children).
Prof. Jahiel thanked the committee for its work, but expressed concern about the disappear-
ance of pay bands. While it is true that there are now three differently priced plans, giving
less-well-compensated employees the opportunity to by a cheaper, less generous plan hardly
seems to serve the same social justice aims as giving them a reduced rate on their premiums.
Prof. Jahiel then asked what the technical barrier would be to implementing pay bands (the
resulting 48 different premiums would presumably be daunting to administer by hand, but
not by computer) and whether HCAC would consider restoring pay bands in the future.
Prof. Young replied that HCAC had given up pay bands only reluctantly, and only once it had
been convinced that adding that layer of complexity on top of all the other changes would
prove unmanageable. He affirmed that HCAC would definitely be returning to the pay band
question in the future, and that it would do so informed by the richer set of data that the new
Third Party Administrator (TPA), Benefit Administrator Systems (BAS), would be able to
provide.
Prof. Shaw was intrigued by Prof. Young’s use of the word “experiment,” and asked whether
HCAC literally viewed the venture into the new plans as an experiment, with manipulated
conditions, expected outcomes, etc. If so, would the committee share its research agenda with
employees? Prof. Young replied that the committee had been as transparent as it knew how
to be, and that the proposed changes were experimental in the sense that they might require
further adjustment in the future in order to meet the University’s and employees’ health care
goals. For instance, he noted, changes will likely need to be made to the Platinum plan if
the excise tax actually takes effect in 2018, since some tiers of that plan already exceed the
threshold for that penalty. We will be in a better position to conduct these “experiments,” he
reiterated, once we are equipped with the richer set of data about our health care usage that
BAS will be able to provide.
Prof. D. Brown asked whether there would be annual plan elections. Answer: Yes, employees
will have a chance to choose their plans with each new calendar year and also with any major,
qualifying event (marriage, birth of a child, etc.).
Prof. Thomas observed that Cigna is currently being acquired by another company, Anthem.
How will this effect our insurance in the future? Answer: We simply don’t know yet.
Prof. D. Brown asked a question about the tax status of non-payroll deposits into Health
Savings Accounts (HSAs), which Prof. Young suggested would be better addressed to HR.
Young did note that the HSA option (available with, and only with, the Gold plan) could
provide substantial tax advantages for employees, sinceHSA funds are tax-exempt on the front
end (at least when taken by payroll deduction), the back end (when withdrawn for medical
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expenses), and as they grow over time while held in the account.
Prof.Theune asked why there was no Bronze plan on offer. Prof. Young observed that a Bronze
plan was a less generous plan, and that the concerns expressed earlier about social justice told
even more heavily against offering such a plan unless it were absolutely necessary.
Prof. Lutze asked what HCAC planned to do to avoid hitting the excise tax if it were to go
into effect in 2018. Prof. Young answered that HCAC had adopted a multi-pronged approach,
including trying to reduce total premiums, getting deeper network discounts on services, en-
couraging employees to use less expensive options where possible (e.g., Prompt Care rather
than an emergency room), and investigating options for an on-site clinic for IWU employees.
Prof. Thomas expressed grave concerns about the exhortation to avoid the emergency room,
since in some cases (as in one confronted by her own family) the ER might well be the wisest
choice. She urged faculty to use common sense in such situations and not to stint on costs in
a genuine emergency; Prof. Young concurred.
Prof. Criley, speaking on his own account and not as a member of HCAC, addressed point
4 of the committee’s report, which requested that savings to the University from changes in
employee health care be directed toward increases in other forms of compensation. He noted
that the new health care plans had lower actuarial values than the present plan; thus, much
of any savings the University would realize would come from shifting medical costs that had
previously been paid through claims onto out-of-pocket expenditures by employees. He noted
that the administration had suggested to HCAC that funds the University saved on health in-
surance could be directed toward other forms of compensation. Prof. Criley acknowledged the
merits of President Wilson’s deferral of HCAC’s request, but he asked that President Wilson
make clear to his successor both the sacrifices that employees had made and their expectation
that due consideration would later be given to that sacrifice in matters of compensation. He
closed by contending that savings from health care expenditures that were directed toward
other forms of compensation ought not to be allocated on a percentage basis. Since the sacri-
fices involved flat premiums and medical expenditures that are indifferent to salary, he opined,
it would be perniciously regressive to tie increases in compensation to salary levels.
PresidentWilson averred that even though it would be impossible to knowwhat savings would
be realized until employees had chosen and enrolled in plans for the coming year, he regarded
the shifting of University health care savings to other forms of compensation as a “major plank”
in the changes currently being implemented. He assured the faculty that he would convey that
message to his successor. He noted that as he anticipated the change-over to a new President,
he viewed it as his responsibility to make the decisions that had to be made in a timely fashion
but not to make decisions that could safely be deferred to his successor.

h. Higher Learning Commission (HLC) Accreditation Process Update

Prof. Tiede presented a written report. The upcoming HLC site visit in October, 2016 will
be quite different in format from earlier visits. Profs. Tiede and Schmidt will lead a Non-Org
on Sept. 14 on the changed format of the HLC re-accreditation process.
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5. Administrative Reports

a. Provost’s Report

Provost Green presented his written report. Further announcements:

• Assoc. Provost Boyd will soon be implementing a suggestion from Prof. Spalding that
faculty vitae should be posted on-line and linked from departmental web pages. Please
ensure that the cv on file for you in the Provost’s office is spiffy and current.

• A new chemical hygiene plan has been tentatively implemented and is now undergoing
review (thanks to the work of Cindy Honegger and Profs. L. Brown and Roesner), up-
dating a 20-year-old plan and improving chemical safety at the Center for the Natural
Sciences (CNS), the Schools of Art and Theatre, and the Fort Natatorium.

• The “student of concern” forms are still available online, and faculty are encouraged to
use them liberally.

b. President’s Report

President Wilson did not present a report, citing his extensive address about the state of the
university at the recent Faculty/Staff Breakfast.

5. Old Business

First Year Advising proposal

Prof. Marvin recalled—subject to correction—that the Advising and Summer Reading
Committee had withdrawn its First Year Advising (FYA) proposal at the April 20 meeting.
Prof. Shallue noted that the minutes from that meeting stated that Prof. Kunce had invoked
her privilege to postpone the motion until the next meeting. Prof. Marvin reported that his
committee had not met since the final April faculty meeting, and that it planned to spend the
semester working to produce the major report faculty had wanted to see before implementing
changes to FYA. Prof. Shallue asked when that report would be circulated. Answer: Before
end of calendar year. Prof. Shallue moved that a vote on the proposal be postponed until no
later than the December faculty meeting. Prof. Tiede seconded. Themotion passed.

6. New Business

AAUPResolution

Prof. Tiede brought forward as a motion a resolution passed by the IWU chapter of the AAUP
concerning the faculty vote at the April 20 meeting to confer Gen Ed Arts designation on
ART 175 LetThere Be Light. The motion was to rescind that designation from future offerings
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(and only from future offerings) of that course, on the grounds that its passage had rested on
a procedural error. Discussion at the April 6 and April 20 faculty meetings suggested that
the faculty of the School of Art had not in fact seen and approved the proposal before it was
sent to CC and from CC on to the faculty. As such, the faculty vote contravened the Faculty
Handbook (at Chapter II, Article III, Section 13) and the principle that departmental faculty
should have control over their own curriculum. Prof. Miner seconded the motion.
Discussion ensued.
Prof. deHarak, one of the instructors for ART 175, asked for clarification about how the pas-
sage of the proposal contravened that portion of the Constitution. Prof. Tiede answered that
the provision upholds the general principle that departmental faculty should have control over
their own curriculum, as it states that “[n]othing in this Constitution shall be interpreted to
be in derogation of schools and departments or other faculty units for the planning and initia-
tion of personnel and curriculum actions affecting their respective units.” Prof. deHarak asked
whether it was reasonable to understand “curriculum” so broadly as to cover an experimental
course like ART 175, whose approval was impermanent. How, he asked, does ART 175’s Gen
Ed designation affect faculty other than instructors of this course? ART 175 doesn’t affect the
Art major, and it doesn’t affect curriculum of the School of Art. Prof. Roesner replied that a
new course does have an effect on a unit’s faculty, e.g., on its staffing. Prof. deHarak countered
that if staffing concerns were sufficient to give a faculty group a say in whether a course were
approved, then by that principle whenever one department (e.g., Chemistry) proposed a new
Gen Ed class (e.g., for Physical Science Lab (PSL)), other departments whose staffing needs
might be affected by that course (e.g., Physics) should then have a vote regarding its approval,
too. Prof. Roesner answered that while it might be better if the units that participate in a cat-
egory did communicate with one another more fully about proposed courses, that is not what
the CC form asks and hence not the issue currently before the faculty. Prof. Epstein asked
where the principle of departmental autonomy would leave Gateway courses, which are not
offered (or even always staffed) by academic units.
Later, Prof. Mignon pointed out that the present discussion seemed to involve an important
question that had been percolating on campus for several years: Are Gen Ed designations
the responsibility of the faculty as a whole or do some departments have a proprietary hold on
(some of ) them? (Later, Prof. Green re-emphasized this question and emphasized its enduring
relevance for faculty’s discussions of Gen Ed reform.) Prof. Mignon then raised a clarificatory
question: Would the motion rescind approval of the course as a whole or only of its Gen Ed
designation? Prof. Tiede answered that it was only the latter that was at issue, as it was only
for the sake of that designation that the CC form had to be completed in the first place. He
also noted that no department had a monopoly on or special say in any Gen Ed category. The
sole reason that the approval of the School of Art mattered here was that the course was being
offered within that school. Later, Prof. deHarak argued that it was odd that whether a course
was approved for Gen Ed should depend so heavily on which unit offered it. The authors of
the proposal had a choice whether to offer the course in Physics or in Art class; they had seen
that largely as a matter of indifference, but it had turned out to have major consequences in
the short term. In the longer view, he noted, the question of School of Art approval would be
irrelevant, because there were no plans to offer ART 175 again.
Prof. Tiede asked to refocus discussion on the motion at hand, which rested primarily on a
procedural objection: the CC approval form asks whether the petitioning member’s unit had
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seen and approved the proposal. Prof. Kooken recalled that at the April 20 there had been
no consensus about what it would mean for a unit’s faculty to approve a course—whether it
required unanimity, a majority, or something else. Shouldn’t different units be permitted to
determine their own preferred procedures for approval? Prof. Ponce replied that she supported
unit independence of that sort, but surely the approval procedures would have to at least involve
holding some sort of vote and the approval of a majority of those voting. In the School of
Music, she noted, votes often take place electronically, and that members who choose not
to vote have at least been given the opportunity to do so. Prof. Ponce urged faculty to focus
not on the merits of the proposed course itself or on their sympathies with any of the parties
involved, but rather on the purely procedural matter: It would be a grave mistake to set a
precedent of having CC and faculty approve a course proposal without departmental approval.
Provost Green pointed out that the dissenting views from the School of Art had been aired
at the April 20 faculty meeting, and thus the faculty as a whole had been apprised of the
controversy over the course before it had voted. Later, Prof. Chapman replied that the fact
that the objections came up in the general faculty meeting was irrelevant to the procedural
question at hand, which concerned approval within a department.
At this point in the proceedings, Pres. Wilson excused himself in order to honor another
commitment elsewhere. Provost Green presided over the remainder of the meeting.
Prof. Lutze raised a point of information. Had the ART 175 proposal been put before the
faculty of the School of Art, and if so, did it receive majority support? Prov. Green answered
that the School of Art had not met to discuss the proposal, but that after the petition had
been submitted and the controversy arose at the April 6 faculty meeting, CC had solicited
opinions on the proposal from the faculty of the School of Art. Two faculty had provided
dissenting opinions, which were voiced at the April 20 meeting. Prof. Tiede contended that
this report of events did not answer Lutze’s question: Had the matter come to a department
vote? Provost Green said that it had not; Prof. Strandberg noted that not once in the past 36
years had School of Art curricular items been put to an explicit vote among the unit’s faculty.
If such an explicit vote were required, he said, perhaps the entire School of Art curriculum
should be resubmitted to CC for re-approval after such a vote had been held for each course.
(Prof. Sultan feigned a strained enthusiasm at that prospect.) Prof. Miner responded that even
if a unit did not employ an explicit voting procedure for approving courses, the current case
was special because it involved reasons to suspect, based on what had transpired at the April
faculty meetings, that perhaps a majority of the unit’s faculty did not approve of the course.
Provost Green remarked that the question of what constitutes departmental approval would
be added to the agenda for the chairs/directors meeting that Wednesday, Sept. 2.
Prof. D. Brown remarked that every petition that he had seen while serving on CC had had
an affirmative answer to Line 10, and Prof. Sultan reiterated CC’s concern that it not be asked
to begin “policing” line 10 to make sure that the affirmations made on the form were true.
Prof. Ponce replied that no one had suggested that CC should do so; Prof. Tiede added that
the question currently before the faculty only concerned how to handle a case when reasons
emerge for doubting the veracity of those affirmations.
Prof. Kooken worried that—despite its wording to the contrary—the motion might be con-
strued to retroactively rescind the Gen Ed credit for students currently enrolled in ART 175.
Provost Green assured the faculty that the Registrar would ensure that no such credits were
rescinded, and Prof. Shallue, qua parliamentarian, assured the faculty that as a matter of par-
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liamentary procedure, the rescision of a motion cannot rescind its practical effects that have
already been realized.
Prof. deHarak asked whether individual faculty members have standing to bring curricular
proposals directly to the faculty, thereby circumventing Curriculum Council and its forms re-
quiring departmental approval. Prof. Tiede replied affirmatively, while noting that in such
a case the good sense of the body would be to refer it to CC whence such proposals nor-
mally come. He pointed that the case was not merely hypothetical: the faculty had in the
past considered motions from individuals under New Business that proposed courses that CC
had considered and declined to bring forward for a faculty vote. Prof. deHarak then asked
what that entailed for the status of the Constitutional principle of departmental autonomy.
Prof. Shallue observed that the faculty can indeed sometimes act in contravention of the prin-
ciples of its own Constitution. But deHarak then asked why, if it were permissible for faculty
to contravene that principle of departmental autonomy in some circumstances, should it be
impermissible for the faculty to contravene it in others?
Prof. N. Kerr asked whether a quorum was still present. Provost Green noted that President
Wilson had taken with him the precise number required for a quorum; he then ventured that
the body was hovering around the usual quorum. After some grumbling and hubbub, it was
decided that it was no longer clear that a quorum was present and so no further business
should be transacted. Thus, discussion of the motion ended, putting it on the agenda for the
next meeting under Old Business.
Before adjournment, there were a few announcements:

• Prof. Simeone reminded faculty of the upcoming first installment of the new “Dialogues
Across the Disciplines,” featuring Bob Erlewine’s paper “What Do the Prophets Mean
Today?” at 4p on September 16 in the basement of Evelyn Chapel.

• Prof. Epstein announced that the Center for Human Rights and Social Justice (CHRSJ)
would host its 2nd annual Human Rights Workshop on Sunday, September 13 with a
special focus on institutional racism and incarceration, including presentations from
Chaplain Nelson Winger’s sister and from distinguished alumni who were active in is-
sues around the Michael Brown case in Ferguson, MO. Last year, more than 60 students
participated in the Workshop.

7. Adjournment

The meeting was adjourned at 5:53 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Mark Criley
mcriley@iwu.edu
Faculty Secretary
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Remarks byMs. Emani Johnson

I would like to start off my few words with an encounter I had in a sociology course within
the first week of classes. In a lesson about passive racism, a professor with many degrees in
sociology (or what I like to call it, the field of discomfort) expressed how uncomfortable she
was when hearing discriminatory jokes from family members and how she would not address
them. As an African American student, this made me question a lot of things. Would she
address a person says a racial slur in the halls of Wesleyan to a perfect stranger or just be
overtaken by discomfort? This brings us to today. Why are we here? Well, we are not here
to discredit the great effors made toward diversity and inclusion on this campus. Nor are we
here to dismantle the curriculum or disrespect the faculty in any way. However, we are here
because there is always room for improvement. We are here to navigate the campus climate to
an inclusive and accepting environment, to participate in those uncomfortable conversations
not only with students but with faculty, to educate the students on campus of racial, religious,
and sexuality sensitivity and acceptance. Andmost of all, we are here tomake IllinoisWesleyan
University the cohesive voice that we strive so hard to be. The campus that we all know we can
be. We are here to recruit you as our allies in this cause. To encourage you also to partake in
those sticky conversations, to attend the programs provided such as “Here at IWU” and even
the upcoming talk on the Black Lives Matter campaign, because ultimately there can be no
change without the faculty on board. You all are the unavoidable factor that has been needed
in past efforts. To many of you, this may be the first time you have encountered something
like this on campus. It may feel uncomfortable addressing this topic. However, abolitionist
Frederick Douglass said it best: “There are three ways that social justice and equality will be
achieved: agitate, agitate, agitate.” And I encourage you to do so. For you this means agitate
in your classes, agitate in your communities, and agitate your departments.

Remarks byMs. Catherine Carini

I’d like to start with a quote: “If you are neutral in situations of injustice, you have chosen the
side of the oppressor” (Desmond Tutu). That’s one of my favorite quotes; I have a T-shirt of it.
I actually thought about wearing it today, but then I remembered something that a professor
said to me in my freshman year, in passing:

When you’re giving a presentation, you want to make sure that you look re-
spectable. You need to come in and command the respect of your audience. In
addition to commanding the respect of your audience with your outfit, you need
to show that you respect them. You need to look like you care about their time,
and value their time and put time into how you look before you see them.

So I chose this [outfit], to convey my respect for you.
I have had a lot of phenomenal encounters with faculty on this campus. There are people in
this room who have been there when I needed them the most. I have always felt supported
here by faculty and staff. And it was extremely upsetting for me to hear that there are people
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who don’t feel that way—people who go to their classes and don’t know if they’re going to be
singled out as the only member of a minority in their classroom.
We look to you, the faculty of this institution; you are why we are here. The food is great, the
campus is beautiful, but we are here because we want to learn from you. You’re experts in your
fields, and you’re here to shape the minds of tomorrow’s decision makers. We need to you
foster a culture of respect in your classroom, and on campus, and off campus. And some of
you do a great job of that. I think all of you really, really want to. We look to you to start the
conversations about incidents such as the one that occurred with the fountain. We need you to
make it clear that not only do you find these things unacceptable, but you find them despicable.
We look to you to use your authority and your position and your privilege for good. This is a
liberal arts college. We’re learning about more than just our majors. We are learning how to
be well-rounded, how to be intelligent, and how to be good people. We are after knowledge
and wisdom. Knowledge of our subject area, and wisdom of how to be a good person, how
to advocate for others, and how to use the knowledge and wisdom that we’ve accumulated to
help the people who don’t have the privilege of that knowledge and wisdom.
The IWU Ed Studies department is always striving to create teacher/scholars for social justice.
I can’t think of a better way to describe what we need from you. You are scholars, andwe respect
that and value that. You are teachers who have learned to impart that wisdom to us. But we
need the social justice [component] to be just as loud as your subject area. We need that to be
pervasive, throughout every lesson that you teach. If you see something happening, we need
you to be loud and set a good example for your students, who respect you so very much.
“A good ally is like a good sound system”—this is another of my favorite quotes. You hear, and
you take what you hear and you amplify it. You don’t distort it. You just take the voices that
can’t be heard by everyone and you use yours to make theirs louder.
We look forward to working with you in the coming weeks to see how we can put all this into
practice.
Thank you so much for your time.
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